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Present:  Cliff Perigo, Jacquie Siewert-Schade, Kay Steele, Ed Steinberg, Rick Slaven, Jackie Manz, Sherry 

Swackhamer, Jessica Smith 

 

Staff Present:  Melissa Kelly, Nell Diamond  

 

 

1. Call to Order and Roll Call 

The Library Advisory Board meeting was called to order by Chair Cliff Perigo at 7:00 p.m. on Wednesday 

May 8, 2019 

 

2. Minutes- Two revisions requested and amended.   Slaven moved to approve, Steinberg seconded the 

motion.  All were in favor. Minutes approved (7-0). 

 

3. Public Comment 

Siewert-Schade noted dissatisfaction by a patron with the self-checkout, but also advised that the staff is 

still available to assist at any time. Kelly noted that the automated system enables staff to spend more time 

with patrons who need personal assistance. 

 

4. Director’s Report-Melissa Kelly   
Kelly reviewed the new Material Collections policy, as well as noted changes. Kelly read said changes to 

the Board. The biggest change was an additional paragraph regarding how patron requests and complaints 

are handled.    

 

Perigo asked what the situations are where this policy would be used.  Kelly noted that whether or not that 

this additional paragraph is in the policy, if someone had a challenge we would have a mechanism to 

address that issue.    Steele asked what do we do currently, Kelly noted that there was a situation last year 

where a book was contested at other libraries, though not at LOPL.  The book name was George.  Kelly 

explained that if a challenge was received at LOPL, library staff would respond; explaining the Library’s 

intellectual freedom policy, why the book is in the collection, referencing authoritative reviews, and 

referencing the item’s inclusion in other library collections, etc.   

 

Some revisions were requested to clarify that the Board would make a recommendation, but that the 

Library Director would make the final decision. Kelly thanked the Board for the suggestions for revisions.  

Kelly offered to read out the changes that were discussed.   

Patrons may request the Library to consider withdrawal of any item from its collection. A formal request 

must be submitted on a Request for Reconsideration form, available from any public service desk. The item 

in question will be reviewed according to the Library’s Materials Collection Policy. The person submitting 

the request will be advised by the collection’s operating Manager, within 30 days, of the action taken. Such 

action may be appealed to the Library Advisory Board within 30 days of notification.  The Library 

Advisory Board will review the appeal and make a recommendation to the Library Director for a final 

decision.    

 

Timeline was discussed. Steinberg asked if a form is needed for appealing; Kelly answered no.  Kelly 

thanked the LAB for the feedback.   Slaven moved for approval and Siewert-Schade seconded to approve 

policy as revised.   Kelly noted that the management team has reviewed this policy.  Swackhamer 

suggested that reading the entire resource should be mandatory in order to be qualified to contest the 

collection choice.   Slaven opposed this idea as Slaven feels that a patron should have a right to appeal 
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whether or not they have read the material.   Swackhamer noted that people should be responsible for what 

they are complaining about, and should be using resources effectively. Siewert-Schade noted that library 

collection managers put in a lot of time researching review sources, and reviewing what is being requested 

by their patrons.    

 

Siewert-Schade gave the example of Our Bodies Ourselves, which some patrons at the time opposed due to 

the photos involved. Siewert-Schade noted that Our Bodies Ourselves was one of the most instructive 

books for women that was published at the time.   Kelly acknowledged both sides of the argument, and 

noted that she would not feel comfortable asking someone to read something they were not comfortable 

with.  Suggestions were made. Steele asked have you read any reviews of the material, and proposed some 

revisions.   Have you read any reviews, if so please list the sources?   Swackhamer made a motion to pass 

with these revision, Siewert-Schade seconded all were in favor.  Motion passed (7-0). 

 

Kelly noted some changes in the possible statistics spreadsheet.   Kelly proposed keeping the current format 

but adding additional metrics.   Unique metrics, such as Kanopy streaming and the future Library of Things 

(LoT), are not currently being captured.  Proposed statistical report additions were reviewed.    Steinberg 

had a question on the statistics report, and Kelly noted that the reporting process has been streamlined; 

duplication of effort with this reporting process has been reduced.   Steinberg noted that the numbers for 

print materials look like they were reversed.   One question about what was highlighted in yellow vs. not.   

This was clarified. 

 

Manz had a question from a council standpoint, as there is a “wow” factor when these numbers are 

demonstrated.  Manz proposed a software available where the person could enter it into one program?  

Kelly noted that each person goes in and fills out their own area of statistics report on the shared drive 

currently in MS Excel.  Manz noted that Council likes to see the big numbers.   Swackhamer noted that 

there could be issues with data integrity with different people accessing the spreadsheet.   Manz offered to 

support statistical reporting if additional resources are needed.   Manz thanked Kelly for addressing these 

areas. 

 

Kelly then reviewed the first-floor remodel survey results, noting that it is definitely a mix.   Kelly is 

struggling with the results as it shows over half are satisfied, but that it is not a large sampling.  Kelly noted 

that the non-fiction was moved back to the ground floor, so that concern was addressed.   Steinberg asked if 

there is a way to search by genre and Kelly noted that this can be done through advanced search, and that a 

Librarian can assist if needed.   Steinberg noted that this can help other people.   Kelly noted that we have 

booklists and anyone that came to the Librarian’s desk could get personalized service and more 

recommendations.   Improvements will include roving Librarians that can assist patrons.  Kelly noted that 

she will be monitoring statistics and will also be monitoring satisfaction in future community engagement 

surveys.  Manz commented on the feedback from the survey.  Kelly noted that she wants the library to be 

accessible for all.   Steinberg noted the he would check out the advanced search feature of the website and 

gave her perspective as a non-librarian.   Discussion ensued.   Kelly noted that we have book covers for 

most of the items in the catalog.   Kelly demonstrated how the books look on the LINCC website to give it 

more of an Amazon-type of experience.   Perigo mentioned that if he wants to browse he goes over to the 

Multnomah library in Hillsdale.   Kelly demonstrated online searching, and Kelly noted that book lists and 

more displays are what patrons want and Kelly noted that there are some space constrictions.   It was 

suggested to give a list of authors by genre to assist patrons.  It was noted that Powell’s has a way to 

highlight related books to help a patron get more focused.   Kelly thanked the group for their feedback. 

Kelly noted the upcoming May 17th Staff in-service day with building resiliency, active threat training, 

evacuation and earthquake drills, ending on a up note that will include team or department brainstorming.  
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Steinberg asked where the Farmers Market tent will be located. Booth location has not been determined yet 

but Diamond will follow up with the market regarding the booth location. 

 

5. Chair’s Report-  Perigo brought up the library solicitations policy that that ensures that patrons are not to 

be approached and noted that the people outside the front of the library are allowed to be there but are not 

allowed to call out to a patron.  Perigo asked for a copy Kelly offered to send it to the group.   Perigo asked 

Diamond to send the policy to the group. 

 

6. Friends of the Library Report- none this month.   

 

7. Council Update-Jackie Manz Budget committee meeting is this Thursday, expected to be spirited as there 

are several topics such as sustaining our fire departments.    Pathways remain unfunded and citizens want 

more active walking opportunities.  Manz noted that when it comes to the budget the Library is in good 

shape, and that the Advisory board is stellar in reporting to Council what the Library is contributing to the 

community.   City is on-track to get City Hall rebuilt.   Steinberg asked if the floor of the new City Hall will 

hold the weight of the books.  Manz offered to follow-up on that item, as it is a good question.   Kelly 

offered to follow up directly with Anthony Hooper.   

 

Vanessa Sturgeon moving on with the City on the North Anchor project. The project is no longer going 

underground. Where the Arts Council is now, there will be an above ground parking structure.  This can be 

considered a land banking proposition and we can provide parking.  Mercantile Village is changing rapidly 

and is completely a private endeavor.   Perigo asked what is going in there, right now it is upscale 

apartments.  If that market goes soft, things could change.   Manz noted that the Windward has secured 

some very good tenants such as Salt and Straw.   Retail continue to be a challenge, and the requirement of 

“x” number of retail frontage may lead to an empty space issue.   

 

All of those things are going well, there is a parks bond.  Manz reviewed details of the parks bond; the 

verbiage is vague, so that ongoing improvements can be made going forward. Perigo asked if Council has 

ever done a study on the impact of homelessness of the city. Manz noted that this problem is all over the 

west coast and affordable housing is an issue.   Manz noted that at this time homelessness has not been 

addressed comprehensively.  Affordable housing is an issue due to the high cost of land here in Lake 

Oswego (LO), as well as lack of available land.  Manz does not feel LO will see the level of homelessness 

that Portland incurs.   She noted we do have homeless in LO, and due to the alert citizenry the police are 

extraordinarily aware of people and their movement within the city.  Manz noted that LO does not have 

social services such as free meals.  Manz relayed that answers are complicated.   Kelly noted that the 

library offers a resource list and bus passes to patrons in need, as needed. 

 

8. New Business   – Noted that on May 26th Taya Kyle will be give an Author Talk on Profiles in Resilience, 

Courage and Faith.  Tara will also be the keynote speaker at the Memorial Day dedication of the new Lake 

Oswego Veterans and First Responders Memorial at Foothills Park on Monday, May 27th.  

 

9. Adjournment 

Next meeting will be held on Wednesday, June12th 2019 at 7pm.   

The Library Advisory Board meeting was adjourned at 840 pm. 

 

        Respectfully submitted, 

Nell Diamond – Recording Secretary 


